Materials:
3/8 Yard of Ribbon
1 Decorative Attachment
Pinking Shears
Glue Stick or Basting Glue
Scissors
Thread
Pins

Order of Sewing:
1. With right side of fabric facing up fold lower guideline of pleat up to meet upper guideline of the pleat.
2. Pin pleat in place.
3. Press
4. Apply glue to outer edges of ribbon on the wrong side.
5. Place purchased ribbon between guidelines and pin.
6. With wrong sides together, fold lower edge of clutch to upper fold line.
7. Sew ¼" away from the edge from the top of the clutch to the bottom avoiding the fold down flap and backstitching at beginning and end.
8. Fold down the top of the flap and tuck under the purchased ribbon to close.
9. Press the upper edge of the clutch.
10. Pin or sew purchased decorative attachment to ribbon only.
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